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CHAPTER THREE

Department of Anatomy
ANDREW

J.

RAMSAY,

PH.D., Sc.D.

(~natomy

is to physiology as geography
to history; it describes the theater of
events.))

-JEAN FERNEL (14-97-1558)

of anatomy in American
medical school curricula until late in the
nineteenth century was taught primarily as
gross anatomy and amounted to little more than a
handmaiden to surgery. At a few universities and
institutes in Europe some anatomical research was
occurring and bases for the various future
subdivisions of the science were being established.
Teachers of anatomy in America were really
surgeon-anatomists who applied their anatomic
knowledge directly to their surgical practices. With
anesthetic measures not yet available, the surgeon
had to operate rapidly and boldly, and detailed
knowledge of the normal structure of the parts
involved was essential. Histology and embryology
were in their infancy, even in Europe, and were
not considered to be essential components of
American medical curricula.

T

HE SUBJECT

George McClellan, M.D. (1797
184-7), First Chairman (1824--1825)
and Interim Chairman
( 1827- 18 30 )
When George McClellan (Figure 3-1) started
Philadelphia's "second" medical school, the

mammalian ovum had not yet been seen; the
cellular basis of living organisms was still
unknown; blood capillaries and their significance
had not been completely recognized; and
achromatic microscope lenses would not be
available for two decades (although Amici and
Lister in Europe were making progress in their
design). Thus, American surgeon-anatomists had
to look to Europe for newly discovered advances
in their science.
McClellan firmly believed in the value of
dissection of the cadaver. Shortly after receiving
his M.D. degree from the University of
Pennsylvania (1819), he opened his private school
of anatomy and insisted on individual student
participation in dissection. The immediate success
of this venture drew both students and physicians
in increasing numbers to his laboratory.
It had become obvious that the University of
Pennsylvania could not by itself provide medical
education for all who desired to study in
Philadelphia. George McClellan, aided by his
colleagues John Eberle, Joseph Klapp, and Jacob
Green provided the answer through a second
medical school, a venture tl1at others had
attempted to accomplish previously but without
success because of opposition from the University
of Pennsylvania. Joseph Klapp was given the Chair
in Anatomy in the school's first faculty but had to
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withdraw before the first academic session because
of ill health. George McClellan, while also holding
the Chair of Surgery, assumed the Anatomy Chair.

Nathan Ryno Smith, M.D.
(1797-1877), Second Chairman
(1825-1827)
Nathan Ryno Smith (Figure p.) was called to the
Jefferson Chair in 1825. A medical graduate of Yale
(r823), Dr. Smith was the son of the famous
Nathan Smith (founder of early medical schools).
He remained at Jefferson until 1827, when he was
called to the Anatomy Chair at the University of
Maryland where he served with great distinction
for 4-0 years, first in anatomy, then in surgery.
During Smith's short tenure at Jefferson,
important advances were being made in Europe.
Karl Ernst von Baer reported seeing the
mammalian ovum within the ovarian follicle, a
discovery that corrected DeGraaf's belief that the
entire (Graafian) follicle constituted the ovum.
The role of the spermatozoon and ovum in actual
fertilization would not be clarified until 1875.

Samuel McClellan, M.D.
(1800-1854), Third Chairman
(1830- 18 31)
Following Smith's resignation, there being little
time to seek a successor, George McClellan
resumed the Anatomy Chair, assisted by his
brother Samuel, first as Assistant Demonstrator
(1828), then Adjunct Professor (1829). Samuel
McClellan (Figure 3-3) was elected to the Anatomy
Chair in r830, succeeding his brother George.
Samuel (M.D., Yale, r823) continued in the Chair

-~'(~'i;'i' .
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FTC. 3-1. George McClellan, M.D. (1797-184-7), First
Chairman ([824-1825) and Interim ChaIrman ([827-1830).
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r;IG. 3-2. Nathan Ryno Smith, M.D. (1797-1877), Second
Chairman (182.S-1827).
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and served with considerable distinction until he
resigned in 1831 to accept the Chair of Institutes,
Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Chil
dren. He also served as Dean of the College
(1830-1834-).

Granville Sharpe Pattison, M.D.
(1792-1857), Fourth Chairman
(1831-1841)
Samuel McClellan was succeeded in 1831 bv Dr.
Granville Sharpe Pattison (Figure 3-4), a dynamic
and gifted anatomist-surgeon who soon earned the
nickname "the turbulent Scot." Dr. Pattison

FIG. 3-3. Samuel McClellan, M.D. (1800-1854), Third
Chairman (18,0-1831).

studied medicine in Glasgow, Scotland, came to
the United States in 1818, and accepted the Chair
of Anatomy at the University of Maryland. He
returned to England in 1827 to take the Anatomy
Chair at the newly organized University of
London, a post he held until called back to
America to the Anatomy Chair at Jefferson. He
rapidly gained the reputation of the most eftective
teacher and lecturer of his day. His writings
included a text, Sur;gical Anatomy of the Head and
Neck and another, Visceral Anatomy; both became
classics in their fields. In 1841 Pattison was called
to New York, together with Jefferson's Professor
of Medicine, Dr. John Revere (son of the patriot
Paul Revere), to assist in the organization of the
Medical Department of the University of New
York and to accept the Chair of Anatomy.
Meanwhile, anatomic research continued in
Europe, stimulated by the improvements in
microscope lenses and the heightening interest in
microscopic and developmental anatomy. Purkinjc
and others were reporting advances in embryology
(e. g., the "germinal vesicles" of the ovary that had
aided von Baer in his search for the ovum of
mammals, cilia and their distribution in the animal
kingdom, the structure and function of nerve
fibers, the large "Purkinje cells" of the cerebellum,
structural and functional analysis of the eye and

FIG. 3-4-. Granville Sharpe Pattison, M.D. (1792-1857),
Fourth Chairman (1831-184-1).
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the visual system, and the digestive process).
Schleiden and Schwann were formulating their cell
theory as the structural and functional units of
living organisms, although they still erroneously
believed in "free cell formation out of moisture."
Robert Brown reported that every cell contained
an "areola" which he named nucleus, but its
significance in mitosis was still to be discovered.

George McClellan Dismissed
from the Faculty (1839)
It is sad to reflect that when many fundamental
advances were occurring overseas an interest in
basic scientific inquiry \vas essentially lacking in
the American medical colleges. At Jefferson there
was a preoccupation of the faculty in senseless

bickerings and, to a degree, to the behind
the-scenes harassment of George McClellan and
the entire Jefferson Medical College enterprise by
the secret Kappa Lambda Medical Society of
Hippocrates.' The Tmstees reacted firmly by
vacating ali the Chairs and reconstituting the
faculty. In the process, George McClellan in 1839
was excluded from the faculty of the College he
had brought into existence.
McClellan had little time for investigative
activity, although he started a textbook of surgery
and with Dr. John Eberle founded the journal,
Medical and Analytical Review, to which he
contributed articles. He published as well in other
journals, but his chief professional contributions
were his extraordinary teaching from patients, his
stimulating effect on his students and associates,
and his pioneering surgical procedures. Undaunted
by the exclusion from the faculty of "his" college,
McClellan forthwith started another, Philadelphia's
third medical school: tlle Medical Department of
Pennsylvania College at Gettysburg, whose
instruction was held 111 Philadelphia. This highly
respected medical school flourished until the onset
of the Civil War, when occurred a resultant
WIthdrawal of a large segment of its students to
the southern states.

Joseph Pancoast, M.D.
(1805-1882), Fifth Chairman
(1841-1874)

FIG. 3-5. Joseph Pancoast, M.D. ([80\-1882), Fifth
Chairman ([8+1-1874).
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At the time of George McClellan's exclusion from
Jefferson's faculty, the Chair of Surgery went to
Dr. Joseph Pancoast (Figure 3-5). With Pattison's
move to ew York in [84-1, Pancoast's Chair was
switched from Surgery to Anatomy. Pancoast
remarned in the Anatomy Chair but also
continued as an active surgeon until his retirement
in [874- terminated 33 years as a member of
Jefferson's famous faculty of 184-1. An exceptional
teacher, he had few equals in gaining respect and
popularity among students and colleagues alike.
His textbook, Operative Surgery, was eagerly
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received, as was his 1831 translation from the Latin
of Lobstein's famous work, Structure, Functions,
and Diseases of the Human Sympathetic Nerve.
Pancoast also edited Quain)s Anatomical Plates and,
with many additions of his own, Caspar Wistars
Anatomy, which led its field impressively until the
introduction of Grais Anatomy from England.
Pancoast's outstanding reputation attracted the
attention of the artist Thomas Eakins, who came
to Jefferson to study anatomy and is thought by
some to have considered seriously but briefly
a career in surgery. The Alumni Association
commissioned Samuel Bell Waugh, a prominent
Philadelphia artist, to paint Pancoast's portrait,
which was presented to the College in 1874. In his
honor, in 1870 the U.S. Mint struck a
commemorative medal that is still obtainahle more
than a century later.
Anatomic research W:lS continuing rapidly in
Europe and England. Bowman had described the
essential structure of the kidney and set forth the
basic principles of renal excretion. Staining for
microscopic study of biologic materials was
accidentally discovered by Gerlack in 1854, after he
injected a carmine solution to demonstrate the
blood vessels in the mesentery and omentum and
noted that the nuclei of cells also turned red. This
technique was immediately followed by the use
of aniline and vegetable dyes for microscopy.
Gegenbaucr (1861) proved that all ova of
vertebrates were single cells. Wilhelm His' sliding
microtome (1866) made possible the examination
of very thin tissue sections, thus enhancing
microscopy and cytology; Golgi and Cajal (1873)
were applying "photographic" processes, using
gold and silver methods to study neurohistological
materials.

the Anatomy Chair in 1874. Like his father,
William was a surgeon-anatomist and a highly
competent teacher in his own right, but no doubt
because he lived in the shadow of his illustrious
father, he never was accorded commensurate
recognition. In addition to his regular teaching,
William Pancoast initiated courses in visceral and
surgical anatomy in Jefferson's innovative and
signally successful special Summer Course (1866)
that also attracted students from other schools and
became a major factor in the resultant lengthening
of the entire curriculum. His portrait was
commissioned for the College by the Class of 1886.
Dr. William Pancoast resigned in 1886 to accept
the combined Anatomy and Surgery Chair in the
newly organized Medico-Chirurgical College in
Philadelphia.
Advances in anatomic science were still coming
mainly from Europe and England. The cell theory
was finally being clarified, and cell division
(mitosis) and the behavior of somatic and sex cells
were being explained. In 1885 chromosomes were
described, and Fleming and Van Beneden were
observing the commingling of sperm and ova

William Henry Pancoast, M.D.
(1835-1897), Sixth Chairman
(1874-1886)
William Henry Pancoast (Figure 3-6), a Jefferson
graduate in 1856, succeeded his famous father in

FIG. 3-6. William Henry Pancoast (1835'-1897), Sixth
Chairman (1874--1886).
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chromosomes at fertilization, which initiated the
science of cytogenetics. Attention was being
directed to histo- and cytochemistry and the
concept of "continuity of germ plasm," to
cyrophysiology, and to tissue-imbedding methods
(paraffin and celloidin) for which Dr. Minot's
rotatory microtome (1893) greatly aided
microscopists in high-magnification studies.
Experimental embryology was emerging (Wilhelm
Roux in 1885, and others). Specific classification
and clarification of cell types in normal,
pathological, and experimentally altered tissues
were also occurring.

William Smith Forbes, M.D.
(1831-1905), Seventh Chairman
(1886-1905)
(George) Willianl Smith Forbes (Figure 3-7) was
one of the most notable alumni of Jefferson
Medical College. The last of the continuous line of
famous surgeon-anatomists at Jefferson, he
succeeded in initiating the transition to our
present full-time scientific researcher
teacher-anatomist role.
Dr. Forbes joined the faculty as Demonstrator
of Anatomy (1879) and was given the Chair in
[886 that he held until his death in [905. Perhaps
his greatest contribution was his success in
achieving, through the Pennsylvania Legislature,
the Anatomy Act of [867 (amended in [882 and
(883), which provided legally for procurement and
equitable distribution of cadavers for teaching and
scientific investigation in Pennsylvania's medical
schools. 2 This act served as a model for other
states and successfully put an end to the practice
of body snatching and the activities of
resurrectionists in Pennsylvania.
Born in Virginia, Forbes started his study of
medicine at the University of Virginia and
obtained his M.D. degree from Jefferson in [852;
the University of Pennsylvania also conferred on
him an M.D. degree in r866. It was not unusual
for men of that era to obtain M.D. degrees from
more than one medical school. The title of his
thesis was On the Treatment of the Wounded Men
of the 13th Army Corps During the Siege of
Vicksburg. Forbes joined the staff at the
Pennsylvania Hospital and soon became a
Resident Physician, then served as physician-officer
in the British Army during the Crimean War.
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Following studies in several European countries
Forbes returned to Philadelphia and opened his
own School of Anatomy. He served also in' the
Civil War as Medical Director of the Thirteenth
Army under General Grant. After t11e war, on his
return to Philadelphia, Forbes was Senior Surgeon
at Episcopal Hospital and Professor of Anatomy at
the Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery (later
the Daniel Baugh Institute at Eleventh and
Clinton Streets) while engaging in medical and
scientific research and writing.
Dr. Forbes introduced the formal course in
histology at Jefferson in 1896, for which he
personally provided 40 microscopes, and he added
the course in embryology in 1900. Realizing
that the chairman of a basic medical science
department should be full-time, he had petitioned
the Trustees to be relieved of his responsibilities in

FIG. 3-7. William Smith Forbes, M.D. (1831-1905), Seventh
Chairman ([886-1905).
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surgery and in some surgical clinics. Death came
to Forbes in 1905 while he was still actively
teaching.
The portrait of Forbes painted by Thomas
Eakins in 1905 hangs in the Eakins Gallery of
Jefferson Alumni Hall.

Eighth Chairmanship (Divided):
Edward A. Spitzka, M.D.
(1876-1922), Chairman of
General Anatomy (1905-1914);
and George McClellan, M.D.
(1849-1913), Chairman of
Applied and Topographic
Anatomy (1905-1913)
Following the death of Dr. Forbes and after much
debate, the Chair in Anatomy was divided
between Edward Anthony Spitzka (Figure 3-8), in
the Chair of General Anatomy, and George
McClellan (Figure 3-9), grandson of the founder,
in the Chair of Applied Anatomy. Dr. Spitzka's
Chair was to be responsible for the courses in
gross anatomy and histology and embryology.
Dr. McClellan was to teach applied and
topographic anatomy and their application to
medicine, surgery, and the subspecialties. The
dividing of the Chair was an arbitrary action of
the Board of Trustees, which seized the
opportunity to appoint a young man (Spitzka, age
29), to conduct research and an older man
(McClellan, age 56), to teach practical anatomy.
McClellan had aspired to the Chair of General
(Gross) Anatomy and never felt happy with a
Co-chairman 27 years his junior.
Edward Anthony Spitzka was Jefferson's first
full-time Anatomy Chairman (with no olltside
practice permitted) and the first Chairman to
conduct basic anatomic research. Dr. Spitzka

FIG. 3-8. Edward A. Spitzka, M.D. (1876-1922), Eighth
Chairman (1905-191+).

FIG. 3-9. George McClellan, M.D. (18+9-1913), Chairman
of Applied and Topographic Anatomy (1905-1913).
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received the M.D. degree from Colwnbia
University in 1901 and carne to Jefferson four years
later, succeeding Professor Forbes. Following the
purchase by Daniel Baugh of the property at lIth
and Clinton Streets (formerly Pennsylvania College
of Dental Surgery), Spitzka helped plan its
conversion into a modern facility for anatomic
teaching and research (figures 3-10 and 3-n). Mr.
Baugh then presented d1e facility to the College. 3,4
The Trustees immediately nan1ed the building and
its functional concepts The Daniel Baugh Institute
of Anatomy. Soon realizing d1e added
administrative responsibilities of d1e Professor of
General Anatomy, dley changed his title to
Professor of General Anatomy, Head of the
Department, and Director of the Daniel Baugh
Institute of Anatomy. The Institute was opened
and dedicated in September, 1911. From 1913 to
1916, when Jefferson was giving a premedical
preparatory course and d1e biology courses were
given at the Institute, the Director's title and the
nan1e of the Institute were changed to include
"and Biology."

FIG. 3-10. The Daniel Baugh InstIture of Anatomy.
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Dr. Spitzka's research centered upon the
nervous system in health and disease and included
the effects of electrocution on brains of convicted
criminals (one of whom was the anarchist
Czolgosz, President McKinley's assassin). In
addition to prolific contributions to anatomic
research journals, Spitzka edited the eighteenth
and nineteenth American editions of Grafs
Anatomy) after having assisted John Chalmers
DaCosta in editing the seventeenth edition.
A psychiatric disorder with paranoid behavior
forced Dr. Spitzka's resignation in 1914-. After
regaining his health he returned to New York and
opened a practice in nervous and mental diseases.
Spitzka also served as a Lieutenant Colonel in
World War I. Death came in 1922 at the early age
of 4-6.
George McClellan (Jefferson, 1870), grandson of
the founder, was an impressive teacher, an artist,
and the author of the leading book of its kind,
Anatomy in Relation to Art (190I). His Regional
Anatomy (1892) in two volumes was translated into
foreign languages and enjoyed Widespread use.
These books were beautifully illustrated with
original photographs of drawings of his
dissections. In 1890 McClellan held the Chair of
Artistic Anatomy in the Pennsylvania Academy of
the Fine Arts while concurrently conducting his
own small private school of anatomy for students
in medicine, dentistry, and art, which he closed
upon receiving the Chair in Applied Anatomy at
Jefferson. Dr. McCleHan illustrated his lecmres
wid1 remarkably accurate blackboard sketches of
the anatomic parts under discussion. It is said d1at
"he dissected a body as a great sculptor would
carve a stame." His portrait was presented in 1914
to the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, of
which he was a member. In 1982, another portrait
of McClellan was donated to the Jefferson art
collection by a descendant.
Unfortunately, there was very little cooperation
between McClellan and Spitzka-in fact, they
rarely spoke to each other. Following the death of
McClellan ([913), the anatomy courses and the two
Chairs were united under Spitzka.
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J. Parsons Schaeffer, M.D.,
Ph.D., Sc.D. (1878-1970), Ninth
Chairman (1914-1948)
Jacob Parsons Schaeffer, B.E., M.E., A.M., M.D.,
Ph.D., Sc.D. (Figure 3-12), succeeded Dr. Spitzka
in 1914 as Professor of Anatomy, Head of the
Dcpartment, and Director of the Daniel Baugh
Institute of Anatomy. A gifted, dynamic teacher,
productive investigator and author, Dr. Schaeffer
served Jefferson with extraordinary distinction
until his retirement 34 years later. Impeccable in
appearance, dignified in manner and bearing, he
pcrsonified the most desirable traits of the
profession for thousands of medical studcnts and
colleagucs.
Dr. SchacHer's numerous scientific contributions

FIG. 3-1I.

and publications included all branches of anatomy
as well as genetics, rhinology, and radiology
(Figure 3-13). He served on federal and state
commissions and successfully protected, when
challenged, the use of animals in medical research
and teaching in Pennsylvania. His monograph, The
Nose) Lacrymal Apparatus, and Olfactory Organ in
Man (1920) is still a classic. He was coauthor with
Drs. Henry Pancoast and Eugene Pendergrass of
The Head and Neck in Roentgen Diagnosis (1940)
and editor of the tenth edition of .Mon-is) Human
Anatomy (1942). Schaeffer continued with later
editions of these books.
After receiving the M.D. degree from the
University of Pennsylvania (1907), Dr. Schadler
entered Cornell University for advanced
anatomical studies, gaining the Ph.D. degree in
1910. He then joined the Faculty of Medicine at
Yale, was elevated to full Professor in 19IJ, and
answered the call to Jefterson in 1914.
Responding to Dr. Schaeffer's leadership,
Anatomy at Jefferson developed rapidly and
ranked with the best in America, winning for
him the respectful and affectionate title of "Mr.
Anatomy-U.S.A." As President of the American
Association of Anatomists during World War II,

Museum of the Daniel Baugh lnstiulte of Anatomy.
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Schaeffer also contributed guidance and direction
to numerous medical and scientific organizations.
For many years he administered the affairs of the
Anatomical Board of Pennsylvania where he
preserved the privilege of dissection of the human
body for students in medical sciences in
Pennsylvania. The Class of 1932 conunissioned his
portrait in esteem and admiration. When the
Kellow Conference Area was constructed on the
second floor of the main College building in 1979,
one of the six rooms was named in his honor.
Following retirement in 1948, Dr. Schaeffer
continued his professional activities, scientific
writing, and editorships for many years, enjoying
the title of Professor of Anatomy, Emeritus. His
death came in 1970, at the age of 92. His wife,
Mary Bobb, active on the Women's Board, lived
to just a few weeks short of TOO.

FIG. 3-12.

J.

Parsons Schaeffer, M.D., Ph.D., Sc.D.

(1878-1970), Ninth Chairman (1914-1948).

George A. Bennett, M.D., Sc.D.,
LL.D. (1904-1958), Tenth
Chairman (1948-1958)
George Allen Bennett, A.B., Artzt, M.D., Sc.D.,
LL.D. succeeded Dr. J. Parsons Schaeffer to the
Chair in Anatomy and to the Directorship of the
Daniel Baugh Institute of Anatomy (1948). In
1949 he was called to assist in the dean's office
because of the declining health of Dean William
Harvey Perkins and was appointed Dean in 1950.
Dr. Bennett's greatest contribution to Jefferson,
without doubt, was his extraordinary success in
teaching gross, applied, and surgical anatomy
(Figure 3-14). His research program was
necessarily curtailed due to the duties of the
Deanship, which were complicated by
administrative controversies.
Born in Mississippi in 1904, Bennett received
the A.B. degree with Phi Beta Kappa honors at
age 18 from Wabash College in Indiana. He
pursued postgraduate study at the University of
Wisconsin, the University of Athens, at Zurich,
and finally at the University of Munich, where he
qualified as a physician (Artzt) in 1928. Returning
to his homeland, he joined the medical faculty at
Baylor University and soon transferred to Harvard
Medical School as a Teaching Fellow in Anatomy
(1928). He then returned to Munich for
continuation of his research and received the
European M.D., summa cum laude, in 1937.
Bennett also was in charge of the summer course
in anatomy at Harvard and was elected Professor
of Histology and Acting Head of the Biology
Department at Georgetown University Medical
School.
Beloved by the students, Bennett also received
honors from several colleges and universities, from
the U.S. government, and from professional
organizations. His major scientific contributions
were the experimental analysis of the action of
mammalian tongue musculature (with Dr. Andrew
]. Ramsay), heterochromia in relation to
autonomic innervation, variational anatomy of the
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shoulder joint, and transplantation of muscle
segments in the leg.
Death came in 1958 while Bennett was attending
the February meeting of the Council on Medical
Education and Licensure in Chicago. The Board
of Trustees in 1959 commissioned his portrait for
the dean's office suite.

Andrew

J.

Ramsay~

Ph.D., Sc.D.
(1907-), Eleventh Chairmal

(I9S 8- 1972 )
}\ndrew]. Ramsay, A.B., Ph.D., Sc.D. (Figure 3-15),
was called to Jefferson in 1936 by Professor J.
Parsons Schaeffer as Associate in Anatomy. He
was advanced to Assistant Professor (1937),
Associate Professor (1942), Professor of Histology
and Embryology (1948), and, following the death
of Dr. George A. Bennett (1958), to Professor of
Anatomy, Chairman of the Department of
Anatomy, and Director of the Daniel Baugh
Institute of Anatomy.
Dr. Ramsay, born in 1907 in Indiana, received
the A.B. degree at DePauw University (1930) and
the Ph.D. at Cornell University (1934) while
teaching in the medical and graduate schools.
During the tenure of Dr. George A. Bennett as
Dean of the College (1950-1958), Dr. Ramsay had
assumed most of the administrative duties of the
Anatomy Department. His portrait was
commissioned by the Class of 1966. Upon
retirement (1972) he was given Emeritus status and
the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Science. He
was the first recipient of the title of Daniel Baugh
Professor of Anatomy, awarded in 198I.
Dr. Ran1say's objectives, upon assuming the
Anatomy Chair, were to strengthen the teaching
programs, to foster research of a diversified nature
to reflect the skills and interests of the faculty, and
to maintain Jefferson's traditional excellence in
anatomy.S-7 His contributions in pedagogy
included innovative curriculum adjustments and

enhancement of both classroom and laboratory
teaching. He initiated Jefferson's use of electronic
in1age amplification techniques for teaching. He
developed the first controlled optical lighting
apparatus for color photomicrography, which
resulted in the production of color transparencies
for teaching and research presentations unique
among all medical schools. His research
contributions dealt with phylogenetic, functional,
and developmental aspects of the embryonic
branchial derivitives, with extramedullary
myelopoiesis, and histophysiology of endocrine
and digestive glands. Ramsay's pioneering work in
transplanting embryonic anlagen in man1ffials
helped to initiate the new field of experin1ental
mammalian embryology. His research on lymph
flow demonstrated, contrary to the then current
opinion, that returing lymph need not all traverse
a lymph node before reentering the venous system,
a contribution of importance in understanding
metastasis of cancer cells.
Because anatomy is probably the most "visual"
of the medical courses and research, the
Department developed an effective capability,
including the necessary equipment, personnel, and
expertise to answer its own audiovisual needs.
Soon the Anatomy Department was being asked
by other departments to handle their audiovisual
requirements. This resulted, in 1972, in the
relocation by Dean Kellow of much of the
Anatomy Department's equipment, facilities, and
personnel to establish Jefferson's first
institutionwide Division of Audio-Visual Services,
under the direction of Miss Theresa Powers,
formerly of the Anatomy Department's technical
staff.
Dr. Ramsay's interest in continuing medical
education was expressed through the Council on
Medical Television of the Institute for the
Advancement of Medical Communication (now
the Health Sciences Communication Association),
which he served as president. His leadership in
innovative pedagogic and curricular modifications
occasioned his memberships on National Institutes
of Health study sections to evaluate current
applications for curricular experin1entation.

The Anatomy Courses
The progress of the courses in anatomy may best
be traced chronologically by the succession of the
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faculty and d1eir activities. The courses
traditionally started as gross anatomy, wid1 later
addition of histology and embryology, and still
later the teaching of neuroanatomy. At mis
juncture, it is appropriate to review me
development of mese mree major divisions at
Jefferson.

• Gross Anatolny
Starting wim George McClellan in 1824 and until
late in me nineteenm century, anatomy was taught
as gross anatomy only, with emphasis on its
application to surgery. The faculty was composed
of surgeon-anatomists. The last of these, Professor
Forbes, asked to be relieved of his duties in me
Surgery Department in order to concentrate his
energies on modernizing me anatomy courses,
gross and surgical, and histology and embryology.
His successor, Spitzka, was Jefferson's first
full-time Anatomy Chairman wim no outside
practice permitted.

FIG. 3-13. Dr.

Jefferson's traditional strength in Anatomy
gained new impetus and vigor wid1 me
appointment in 1914 of Professor J. Parsons
Schaeffer, bom in teaching and basic anatomic
research. In 1914, most of me Anatomy Faculty
were part-time. By 1929, appointment of full-time
teachers/researchers had begun in earnest, and
soon, as in most An1erican medical faculties,
full-time appointees outnumbered part-time ones.
This was highly advantageous, because part-time
teachers of necessity had to depend on meir
medical practices for livelihood, leaving little for
creative scholarship activities.
Clarence Hoffman (Jefferson, 1906) was
considered by the sUldents (from 19II-1927) to

1. Parsons Scbaeffer explains tbe nasolacrymal apparatus and

SlIlUSCS

[nsrirute.
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srudents in the Daniel Baugh

have been an extraordinary teacher, especially in
the dissecting room. His academic rank did not
reflect his value to the College, W1fortunately,
because his main thmst was in teaching with no
effort in research. Dr. Hoffman was an avid
collector of unique clocks. Following his dea~, his
hIS.
widow presented to the Department .one
valuable clocks which, appropnately lJ1scnbed, IS
displayed in the office of the Chairman of
Anatomy.
.
Dr. Nicholas A. Michels, M.A., SeD. (FIgure
3-16) joined the full-time staff in 1929 after
studying hematology in Belgium, France, and

.of

FIG. 3-14-. George A. Bennett, M.D., Sc.D., LL.D.
(1904--1958), Tenth Chairman (l94-8-1958).

Italy. His original monograph on the .mast cell
(1924-) brought him the signal honor m 1963 of ,
being named the "Father of Mast Cell Research. ,.
On this occasion he was guest of honor at the
International Congress on the Mast Cell.
Affectionately known as "The Bull," Dr. l~ichels
influenced nearly 5,000 Jefferson students. HIS
lecture on the embryologic rotation of the gut and
the peritoneal reflections, using assorted hoses,
funnels, and balloons, was a masterpiece of
showmanship and pedagogy that annually filled
. 8
the an1phitheater beyon d capaCity.
.
.
Dr. Michels made an impact not only 111 baSIC
science but in surgery. His book, Blood Supply and
Anatomy of the Upper Abdominal Orga,ns, with a
Descriptive Atlas (1955), became a classIC. ~t was .
followed by Celiac and Superior MesenterlC Artenes:
A Correlation ofAngiograms unth Anatomlc
Dissections (1969). Michels belonged to many
learned societies and was honored in several of
them. The Class of 1958 commissioned his portrait
for the College, and he received the Lindback

J. Ramsay, Ph.D., Sc.D. (1907-),
Eleventh Chairman (1958-1972).

FIG. 3-15. Andrew
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Award for Distinguished Teaching in 1962. He
died in 1969 as Emeritus Professor of Anatomy at
the age of 78 from carcinoma of the pancreas, after
4-0 years of productive service as one of Jefferson's
most dedicated, scholarly, and colorful faculty
members.
Gross anatomy was further strengthened in 1939
by Dr. George A. Bennett, whose teaching
prowess and flair for administration determined
his selection to succeed Dr. Schaeffer (194-8) as
Professor of Anatomy, Head of the Department
of Anatomy, and Director of the Daniel Baugh
Institute of Anatomy. Shortly thereafter, because
of ill health, Dean William Harvey Perkins called
Dr. Bennett to assist him in the Dean's office, and
in 1950 Dr. Bennett was elected Dean of The
Jefferson Medical College, retaining, necessarily,
the Chairmanship of Anatomy. (A Dean at dlat
time, in order to attend meetings of his Faculty
that is, the Executive Faculty-was required to
be a Department Chairman with a seat on the
Executive Faculty.) The increasing responsibilities
of the Dean's office sharply curtailed Dr. Bennett's
participation in his first loves-teaching gross and
surgical anatomy and conducting research.
J. Lawrence Angel, Ph.D., was appointed in
194-3, bringing a refreshing physical anthropologic
flavor to gross anatomy teaching. His scholarly
researches in anthropology, especially in analyzing
and identifying historic and prehistoric human
remains, soon brought him to the forefront of
American physical anthropologists. Professor
Angel (Figure 3-17) was called to the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington (1962) where, as
Curator of Physical Anthropology, he further
expanded his international reputation and enjoyed

Nicholas A. Michels, M.A., D.Se., Professor of
Anatomy and "Father of Mast Cell Research."

FIG. 3-16.

lI8

the designations of "bone doctor" and "bone
detective," the latter due to his amazing analytical
contributions to forensic medical matters dealing
with human remains.
Also in 194-3, R. Cranford Hutchinson, Ph.D.,
resident scientist at the Wistar Institute of
Anatomy's Morris Biological Farm, joined the
Department. Dr. Hutchinson continued his
experimental embryologic research at Jefferson and
soon, together with Dr. C. Everett Koop,
currently (1988) the Surgeon General of the
United States, concentrated on experimental
studies on cartilage growth aimed at correcting
abnormal epiphyseal cartilagenous growth
problems in the developing limbs of infants and
young children.
When Dr. Bennett became Dean in 1950, he
called his former classmate at the University of
Munich, Franz X. Hausberger, M.D., to join the
Anatomy Department. Dr. Hausberger (Figure
3-18) immediately became an outstanding teacher
of gross anatomy and a favorite of the students.

J. Lawrence Angel, Ph.D., Professor of Anatomy
(Physical Anthropology).

FIG. 3-17.
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He received the Christian and Mary F. Lindback
Award for Distinguished teaching in 1965.
Hausberger's brilliant research in experimental
diabetes and related fat metabolic disorders
resulted in his being honored as "The Father of
Adipose Tissue Research" by the Handbook of
Physiology in 1965. The Class of 1967 commissioned
his portrait for the College. Upon Professor
Hausberger's retirement, he was elevated to
Emerims status.
John E. Healey (Jefferson, 1948), one of the

FIG. 3-18. Franz X. Hausberger, M.D., Professor of
Anatomy; his portrait was presented to the College by the
Class of 1967.

first recipients of a Ross V. Patterson Fellowship,
taught gross anatomy from 1949 to 1959 and
applied the tindings in anatomy of the liver of
Paul C. Schroy (Jefferson, 1957, first Ph.D.
graduate in Anatomy) to clinical problems.
Robert J. Merklin, Ph.D. (Figure 3-19) was the
first histochemist to join the Department (1953),
adding strength to instruction in gross anatomy.
Wesley W. Parke, Ph.D., arrived in 1957 to teach
gross anatomy. Under the mtelege of Professor
Michels, Parke made important advances in
research. Later, Protessor Parke moved to the
University of Southern Illinois to assume
Chairmanship of its Anatomy Department.
Sigfrid Zitzlsperger, D.M. (Habilitatus), the
first American anatomist to apply the principles of
analytical mechanics to determine stress factors in
complicated joints (ankle and foot), joined the
anatomy staff in 1952, later withdrawing to accept
the Chairmanship in Anatomy at Chicago Medical
School. Diane E. Smith, Ph.D., and Barbara F.
Forbes, Ph.D., taught gross and neuroanatomy in
the late 1960s and early 1970S. Dr. Smith relocated
to Louisiana State University. James O. Brown,
Ph.D., was appointed in 1950 to assist in gross and
neuroanatomy, concentrating later on gross
anatomy only, after having directed the course in
neuroanatomy for several years.
The greatest impact on gross anatomy teaching
following that of Professor F. X. Hausberger was
contributed by John R. Shea, Jr., Ph.D., M.S.
(bioengineering), beginning in 1967. Bringing a
new level in lecturing, laboratory instruction, and

FIG. 3-19. Robert
Anatomy.
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J. Merklin, Ph.D., Professor of

personal dedication to the needs of medical and
graduate students, he immediately was honored
with a variety of teaching awards, including the
Mellon Faculty Award for faculty improvement in
teaching, the Lindback Award for Distinguished
Teaching, Outstanding Professor of the Year
(1971/72), and the Outstanding Teacher Award
(1980). The Class of 1983 awarded Professor Shea
the honor of commissioning his portrait for
presentation to the College. Dr. Shea transferred
to the Department of Orthopedic Surgery in 1987.

• Expansion of the Anatomy Faculty
Since its founding, the Jefferson Faculty
recognized the importance of anatomy and taught
it well. For over half a century anatomy was the
only course that required and provided laboratory
work. George McClellan and his successors
insisted on student participation in dissection of
the human body. By 1828 the classes in anatomy
could no longer be conducted by a single teacher,
and Samuel McClellan (brother of the founder)
became the first Assistant Demonstrator.
Thereafter, until 1875, there was one Demonstrator
who received a small remuneration at the
discretion of the Professor. Ellerslie Wallace
(appointed Demonstrator in 184-6) becan1e
Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women
and Children (1862-1883) and Dean of the College
(1879-1883). William Henry Pancoast (appointed in
1863) rose to become Professor of Anatomy (1874-).
In 1875 Dr. Pancoast not only had a Demonstrator
(Dr. Thomas H. Andrews) but a Prosector (Dr.
Henry Leaman). In 1878 d1e first Demonstrator of
Histology was appointed (Dr. J. Gibbons Hunt),
and he was followed in 1883 by Dr. Albert
Brubaker as Demonstrator of Physiology and
Histology.
A growth spurt occurred in 1886, the year in
which Dr. William Smith Forbes became
Chairman, when four Demonstrators and four
Assistant Demonstrators were appointed. Among
dIe latter was Dr. John Chalmers DaCosta, fresh
out of the Jefferson graduating Class of 1885.
Another was Dr. A. J. Downes, who taught in the
histology course that Dr. Forbes was establishing.
By 1891 d1Cre were two Assistant Demonstrators of
Histology (Drs. IIoward Swayne and A. A.
Eshner). Counting Professor Forbes, the Anatomy
Department in 190I encompassed ten members.
Dr. Henry E. Radasch, as Demonstrator of
Histology and Embryology, would become
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Professor of this subdivision in 1921. Dr. Charles
W. Bonney, appointed Assistant Demonstrator in
1905, would become Assistant Professor of
Topographical and Applied Anatomy in 1930.
In addition to the growing full-time stafT, the
ancillary faculty was enriched by volunteers from
the Surgery Department, from the surgical
specialties, and from physicians in private general
practice. These men, besides their interests in
anatomy, liked to teach and benefited by the
enhancement of their professional skills. Before the
surgical residency systems developed, the pathway
to becoming a competent surgeon was to teach
anatomy, work in the outpatient department,
administer anesthesia, and to assist an older
established surgeon. Most members of Jefferson's
Surgical Department in this era taught anatomy
as prosectors. Indeed, two of jefferson's most
eminent surgeons, Dr. William Williams Keen (in
1893) and John Chalmers DaCosta (in 1905 and
1908) edited American editions of Grais Anatomy.
The son of Robley Dunglison, Dr. Richard J.
Dunglison (]efferson, 1856) edited An1erican
editions in 1859, 1862, 1870, 1878, and 1883. Dr.
Spitzka edited American editions in 1910 and 1913.
Of the seven editors of the American editions of
Gray)s Anatomy (started in 1858), four were
colmected with Jefferson.

• Part-Time and Volunteer Faculty
Many part-time and volunteer teachers
complemented d1e staff off and on during the
present century. Some of the most outstanding or
well remembered were: Addinell Hewson (1903),
J. Coles Brick (1903), Charles F. Nassau (190 7), J.
Leslie Davis (1909), George W. Miller (1910),
Warren B. Davis (1912), John DeCarlo (1915),
Benjamin Lipshutz (1917), Moses Behrend (1919),
WilJiam J. Thudium (1920), William B. Swartley
(1920), C. Calvin fox (1921), John B. Flick (1922),
M<L'CWell Cherner (1926), Eli R. Saleeby (1926),
John T. Farrell, Jr. (1928), Thomas E. Shea (1929),
George J. Willauer (1929), Herbert A. Widing
(1930), Raymond B. Moore (1931), Frank J.
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Ciliberti (1931), Hugh Robertson (1934), Milton
Harrison (1935), James M. Surver (1935), Leon L.
Berns (1935), Kelvin A. Kaspar (1936), Robert A.
Matthews (1937), Sherman A. Eger (1937), John C.
McNerney (1940), George J. Teplick (1941),
Nicholas A. Varano (1941), Frederick B. Wagner,
Jr. (1943), Russell Wigh (1946), Gerald E. Callery
(1946), Armando F. Goracci (1949), Harry Subin
(1949), Gerald D. Dodd (1952), Bernard J. Miller
([953), and Joseph M. Gagliardi (1954). A more
complete list may be found in the Jefferson
Alwnni Bulletin of Fall, [972.
Dr. Raymond B. Moore, M.D. (Figure 3-20)
taught applied anatomy to the third-year students
from 1930 to [967 with the fervor of a football
coach. In admiration, the Class of 1949 dedicated

the Clinic to "Coach Moore." A great many
residents were prepared successfully for board
examinations by his postgraduate course at the
Daniel Baugh lnstiulte.
Dr. Bernard J. Miller (Jefferson, 1943) (Figure
3-21) carried on a combined career in clinical
surgery as well as anatomy teaching and research.
On the staff since 1953, and still active more than
thirty years later, he investigated the role of the
pancreas in carcinogenesis, the isolation of a
carcinolytic factor in Sarcoma 37 mice, serum
protein changes in patients showing remission
from cancer, and the effect of high-energy
vibration on localized tumor masses with an
attempt to determine resonance frequencies of
experimental tumors. He also developed electronic
monitors on Dr. Gibbon's heart-lung machine.
Dr. Leon L. Berns (Jefferson, '35), Honorary
Clinical Professor of Anatomy, has, since his
graduation and for more than 50 years, taught
gross anatomy and its clinical applications to
thousands of Jefferson students. Professor Berns
(Figure 3-22) has expressed his loyalty and

Bernard J. Miller, M.D., volunteer and later part
time Professor of Anatomy, reviews results on studies of a
carcinolytic factor in Sarcoma 37 mice with Miss Mary
Pitcher, technician.
FIG. 3-21.

Raymond B. Moore, M.D., a volunteer
Assistant Professor of Anatomy (Applied Anatomy),
affectlonately called "Coach Moore."
FIG. 3-20.
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commitment to Jefferson's Anatomy Department
further by always returning his honorarium
stipend check to the Department Chairman for use
in support of Departmental functions. His tenure
has exceeded that of others in this century: J.
Parsons Schaeffer (34 years); Henry E. Radasch
(4-2 years); and Andrew J. Ramsay (36 years).
Currently in America, research into the finer
aspects of gross anatomy unfortunately has come
almost to a standstill. 8 Financial support for
research into human gross stmcture, its variations
and anomalies and resultant functional
implications, has been virtually withdrawn.
Curriculum changes in recent years, deemphasizing
human stmcture, have reflected the controversial
but widely held opinion that "following DaVinci
and Vesalius there is nothing more to be
discovered in human stmcture." As a result, some
curriculum committees are openly suggesting to
medical students that anatomy is of decreasing
significance in their becoming qualified physicians.
The foUy in this misleading idea has been exposed
vividly by the recent development of the many

FIG. 3-22. Leon L. Berns, M.D. (1930), taught gross
anatomy for more than fifty years on a volunteer basis.
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new and emerging technical diagnostic procedures
(radiology, arteriography, venography,
lymphangiography, and body-scannin'g techniques
by ultrasonics, computerized tomography, and
magnetic resonance). The interpretation of all
these depend on thorough knowledge of normal
human stmcture and its variations. Thus, the first
division of human anatomy to be deemphasized,
both in teaching and research, is experiencing a
modern renaissance.

• Histology and Embryology
Instmction in histology at Jefferson started in 1878
as a satellite of Physiology under the
Chairmanship of Dr. J. Aitken Meigs. The
microscopy laboratory, conducted by Dr. J.
Gibbons Hunt, Demonstrator of Histology, was
"amply provided with microscopes and other
appliances for thorough practical instmction." The
medical course at that time consisted of two years
of six months each. Because the teaching was
almost entirely by lecnlres, the amount of
instruction in histology at best had to be sparse.
In 1883, Dr. Albert P. Bmbaker (Jefferson,
1874-) becan1e Demonstrator of Histology and
Physiology. He taught histology for only three
years, but was associated with the Department of
Physiology for over fifty.
In 1886, Dr. Martin P. Rively (Jefferson, 1885)
and Andrew J. Downes (Jefferson, 1885) both
becan1e Assistant Demonstrators of Histology. At
this time laboratory work for "first-course
students" was required. Dr. Eugene L. Vansant
(Jefferson, 1884-) then became Demonstrator from
1889 to 1893.
Dr. Charles S. Hearne (Jefferson, (890) was
appointed Demonstrator in 1893, and Dr. Randle
C. Rosenberger (J efferson, 1894-) Assistant
Demonstrator in 1894-. In 1897, "Randy"
Rosenberger became Demonstrator of Histology
and Bacteriology and, in 1909, was elected to the
Chair of Hygiene and Bacteriology.
Instruction in histology, initially under the
Department of Physiology, was transferred in 1896
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to Anatomy under Dr. Forbes as a separate
course. In 1900, Dr. Forbes made embryology a
requisite for freshmen. Dr. Herbert H. Cushing
(Jefferson, 1899) was made Demonstrator of
Histology and Embryology. These subjects were
then taught as separate entities.
The dominant figure for 40 years in the history
of histology and embryology at Jefl-eTson was Dr.
Henry Erdmann Radasch (Figure 3-23). A native
of Iowa, born in 1874, he took his B.S. and M.S.
degrees at the State University of Iowa and his
medical degree at Jefferson. Even when a student
at Jefferson (1898-1901) he was an Assistant in
Histology; he was elected Demonstrator of
Histology and Embryology as soon as he obtained

FIG. 3-23. Henry E. Radasch, M.D. (I874--194-z), Professor
of Hisrology and Embryology (19ZI-194-z).

his M.D. degree in 1901. To further his progress,
Radasch in 1903 spent several months in research
in the Zoological Laboratory of the University of
Leipzig. This led to his promotion to Associate
the following year.
Dr. Radasch ("Rad") rose in rank to full
Professor of Histology and Embryology in 1921
during the Chairmanship of Professor J. Parsons
Schaeffer. In the years of Jefferson's premedical
course (1913-1916) he served as Assistant Professor
of Biology. He added to the literature on
muscular anomalies, red blood cells, acid cells of
the stomach, composition of compact bone,
superfetation, and senility of bone. Between 1905
and 1924 he was the author of Manual ofHistology
(three editions) and a Manual ofAnatomy (1917).
Radasch wore a green eyeshade and lectured with
machine-gun speed; all the material missed in class
could be recaptured in his Manual of Histology,
which was essential to passing the course.
Professor Radasch developed the course in
histology and embryology into a strong viable
segment of the anatomy curriculum, aided by
Dr. W. C. ("the black prince") Pritchard (191I
(930), who later moved to Temple University. Drs.
Gulden Mackmull (1930-1933) and David Soloway
(1932-1936) also aided in the instruction.
Dr. Radasch enjoyed an international reputation
as a philatelist, specializing in balloon, rocket, and
early airmail stamps and covers. The latter were
carried for him to France by Colonel Charles A.
Lindbergh on his historic transatlantic solo flight.
Dr. Radasch became Professor Emeritus in 1941.
His death the following year was a painful shock
to the some 5,000 students and graduates who
held him in admiration and affection. His portrait
was presented to the College by the Class of 1942.
Andrew J. Ramsay, Ph.D., joined the staff in
1936 as Associate in Anatomy to strengthen the
teaching of histology and embryology (Figure
3-24). He succeeded Dr. Radasch as head of this
subdivision in 1942 and became Chairman of the
Department in 1958. Dr. Ramsay's lectures were
greatly appreciated by the students for their clarity
and ease of comprehension through the use of
blackboard illustrations in different colors of chalk.
for the various body layers during embryological
development (Figure 3-25). From 1936 to 1942 Dr.
Ramsay alone conducted the laboratory sessions
and gave most of the lectures. During this time
he replaced the student slide sets entirely
and developed a complete collection of color
photomicrographs for use in lectures, the first
such collection in American medical schools. In
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194-2, M. Noble Bates (Ph.D., Cornell) was called
to assist in teaching histology and embryology.
Later, Dr. Bates joined tile medical faculty of
Temple University. Before and during these years,
there being no funds available for tile support of
research, a researcher had to buy with his own
funds his experimental animals and their food and
other necessities, take care of the animals, pay his
own way to scientific meetings, buy reprints of his
publications, and the like. Space in the "converted
animal room" was extremely limited, so researchers
kept their animals mostly in their own office
laboratories. There were as yet no "genetically
identical" experimental animals available, so
Dr. Ramsay developed his own strain for
his maIl1ffialian embryonic transplantation
experiments. The numbers of animals required for
this work soon exceeded available space. With the
appointment of Dr. George Bennett as Anatomy
Chairman, and with the support of Dean Perkins,
it became possible to add Dr. Savino A. D'Angelo
to the histology-embryology faculty.
Savino A. D'Angelo, Ph.D. (Figure 3-26), was

FIG. 3-24.

Histology Laboratory in Daniel Baugh Instirute.
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called to Jefferson in 194-9 from New York
University's Department of Biology to teach
histology, embryology, and neuroanatomy. His
research interests were in endocrine function and
neurophysiology. Special interest in the thyroid
gland led to his investigations on bioassay
measurements, thyroid-pituitary interaction,
tllyroid-thyrotropic hormone balance, and
radio-iodine uptake under varying conditions of
cold and starvation. His neuro-endocrine
integration studies employed stereotaxic apparatus
for control of brain lesions and radioisotopes for
histologic study of hypotllalamic-hypophyseal
interaction, both neural and hormonal. For one
phase of this work he received, along with Dr.
Ronald E. Traum (Jefferson, 1957) of tlle
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, the
A. Cressy Morrison Prize in 1957 from the New
York Academy of Sciences. Dr. D'Angelo
stimulated advanced medical students and graduate
fellows to become involved in his research. He
died in 1976 at the age of 66 from a dissecting
aneurysm; his recently completed chapter in a
book entitled Pioneers in Endocrinology, which
depicted his exciting career, was still in press.
D'Angelo's enthusiastic teaching led to his
receiving the Lindback Award (1969), while his
research was recognized by his receipt of the
newly created Career Research Award from tlle
National Institutes of Health, the first such honor
at Jefferson and, indeed, in the northeastern
United States.
Johannes P. M. Vogelaar, M.D., transferred to
Jefferson in 1950 from the research facility of
the United States Navy, where his research
concentration was on an artificial blood plasma
substitute. At Jefferson his interest was in tissue
culture.
Jefferson's first electron microscope was
obtained by Dr. Ramsay (1952). Charles G. Rosa,
Ph.D. (Harvard), came to Jefferson in 1954- and,
together with Dr. Albert W. Sedar, established
ultrastructural research at Jefferson. Dr. Rosa's
remarkable demonstration of the intracellular
location of enzyme action (within the cristae of
mitochondria), a study in which Dr. K. S. Tsou
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took part, was chosen by the National Institutes
of Health to appear before the U.S. Congress in
requesting continuing grant monies for biomedical
research.
Dr. Rosa is also known for his researches on
histochemical stains, endothelial transport, and
thyrotroph cytophysiology, and together with Dr.
T. Velardo he coauthored the volume on the
female genital system for the German publication
Histochemie.
Albert W. Sedar, Ph.D. joined Jefferson in
1955 from the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research. His primary teaching interest is
histology and embryology; his research centers
on the cytophysiology of ceil types aimed at
correlating fine cdl structure with functional
activity. As does Dr. Rosa, Dr. Sedar uses electron
microscopy plus histochemistry to accumulate data

r

FIG. ,-25· Dr. Andrew

on the physiologic state of cells stimulated or
inhibited pharmacologically. He collaborated with
Dr. Charles G. Rosa in both teaching and research
in this subdivision of the department. With
Professors Sedar, Rosa, and August Epple, the
course in histology and embryology pays particular
attention to ultrastmctural, histochemical, and
histophysiological features basic to human biology
and pathology. Dr. Sedar's research won funds for
a second electron microscope and related facilities
for the Anatomy Department and won for him
the honor of a Research Development Award
from the National Institutes of Health. Currently
(1987), the Department has three electron
mICroscopes.
August Epple, Ph.D., since his appointment in
1967, has stood at the forefront of research into
tlle comparative structure and function of the
pancreas and its islets throughout phylogeny of
the animal kingdom. Ronald P. Jensh, Ph.D.
(Jefferson, 1966), the first teratologist on the
faculty, conducted research in this field and rose
to tlle rank of full Professor and Vice-Chairman of
the Department. He is one of the most successful
and well known alumni of the College of
Graduate Studies. Edwin M. Masters, Ph.D.

J. Ramsay lecturing in embryology in Daniel Baugh Institute.
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(Harvard), since 1964 has effectively taught
histology and embryology and, later, gross
anatomy. Nancy Trotter, Ph.D. (Columbia) taught
histology and embryology from 1968 to 197I.
Known widely for her ultrastructural studies on
the liver, Trotter's career was unfortunately
interrupted by illness that forced her withdrawal
from scientific activity.

• The Division of Neuroanatomy
Early instruction in neuroanatomy was apparently
included in lectures and laboratory dissections
under the division of gross anatomy. The first
lectures in neuroanatomy proper were listed in
1917, given for one hour per week by Professor J.
Parsons Schaeffer. The brain was dissected during
the gross study of the head and neck until 1932
when laboratory sessions for one-half day per
week dealing with both gross and microscopic
study of the brain and spinal cord were initiated.
The first faculty appointee to be identified with
neuroanatomy by title was Dr. Benjamin
Lipshutz in 1917, as Assistant Demonstrator of

FIG. 3-26. Savino A. D'Angelo, Ph.D., Professor of
Anatomy (Histology and Embryology).

Neuroanatomy. He conducted the laboratories
from 1932 until 1948, when he retired from the
faculty at Associate Professorial level. A kindly,
gentle, unusually competent teacher, Dr. Lipshutz
for thirty years left an indelible impression on the
students. In 1948, following the retirement of
Professor Schaeffer, the lectures were given by
Professor George A. Bennett, newly appointed
Chairman. Dr. R. Frederick Becker was given
charge of the course in 1949, assisted by Drs. H.
Chandler Elliott and J. O. Brown (1950). The
latter succeeded Dr. Becker as course director in
195 2 .

To vitalize the course in neuroanatomy, and to
initiate basic neuroanatomic research, Dr. Norman
Moskowitz was called from Colwnbia University
College of Physicians and Surgeons in 1962. Later,
with the move into Jefferson Alwnni Hall in 1969,
tlle neuroanatomy course was revised lH1der
Dr. Moskowitz's leadership to more resemble a
team effort. Dr. C. Noback, Professor of
Anatomy, Columbia University, was given a
visiting Professorship to help in the teaching
effort. Those who provided significant
contributions to the course during this period
included Drs. Hausberger and Boehme.
With the revision of the curriculum to embrace
the core concept, neuroanatomy became part of
the interdisciplinary neuroscience course that was
established in 1973. The course was given to
first-year students over a period of five weeks; it
was nominally extended to SL"X weeks in 1987. In
the interdisciplinary course, neuroanatomy
provided about one-half of the lecture material
and also the laboratory experience. The remainder
of tlle course was divided between
neurophysiology and clinical neurosciences. The
course over the years has been well received by the
students and remains the only interdisciplinary
course of the basic sciences t.hat has survived since
its inception. Of the basic sciences' electives for
seniors, instituted in 1975, those in neuroanatomy
have been conducted by Dr. Moskowitz. Since
1983, a neuroscience course tor students in physical
therapy has been taught by Dr. Moskowitz, who
also holds an appointment as Clinical Professor of
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Physical Therapy in the College of AJlied Health
Sciences. On an ad hoc basis he has provided
review programs for residents in both
neurosurgery and neurology at the request of their
respective departments.
The first significant award for neuroanatomical
research in the Department was granted to Dr.
Moskowitz in 1963 by the National Institutes
of Health, under which he has made major
contributions to the knowledge of the primate
auditory pathways, using the monkey as his
normal and experimentally altered research modeL
Others in the Department who have received
extramural support for neuroanatomical research as
principle investigators include: Dr. Diane Smith,
now Professor of Anatomy, State University
of Louisiana, whose grant supplied funds for
relocating one of the departmental electron
microscopes (after her departure); Dr. Kenna
Peusner, now Associate Professor of Anatomy,
George Washington University; and Drs.
Eisenman and Goldowitz.
Major contributions to teaching in the
interdepartmental program have been provided by
Drs. Leonard M. Eisenman, Barbara Forbes,
Daniel Goldowitz, Edwin M. Masters, Norman
Moskowitz, Charles R. Noback, J. M. R. Shea,
and more recently Gerald B. Grunwald and Kevin
S. Lee.

• Twentieth Century Trends
As in all fields of medical science, anatomy has
developed specialties and subspecialties of its
parent discipline. As more sophisticated optical,
electronic, biochemical, and biophysical apparatus
and technical procedures have become available,
various subdivisions of basic anatomy have
emerged. New titles have appeared, such as
structural biology, tissue and cell biology,
reproductive biology, evolutional biology,
neurobiology, and so on. There evolved several
dozen specialized "splinter" disciplines, some with
their own professional associations and journals
where, until the later years of the nineteenth

century, there was but one, gross anatomy.9 This
has resulted in curriculum changes, shifting
emphases, and new course content, paralleled by
changes in research concentrations by the basic
scientific faculty scholars, aided by significant
extramural financial sources in support of research.
Where once anatomy research was entirely
descriptive it is now largely experimental and
analytical, carried out under normal and altered
functional and developmental conditions.
In 1949 the Faculty of the basic sciences
Departments initiated an M.S. and Ph.D. program
in their specialties and subspecialties. Some
developed as interdepartmental endeavors. In 1986
Anatomy established such a Ph.D. progranl for
Developmental Biology within the College of
Graduate Studies.

• Four Eras of Jefferson Anatomy
The first era of anatomy at Jefferson (1824-1905)
was conducted under the Chairmanships of
surgeon-anatomists from George McClellan to
William Smitll Forbes. The students had a
laboratory for human body dissection and the
professors had one or two assistants as
demonstrators or prosectors. The anatomy course
was a refinement of gross structure as delineated
by Vesalius (1514-1564), with later, the start of
instruction in histology and embryology. Research
was absent to minimal.
The second era (1905-1948) witnessed the
anatomist-teacher-researcher Chairmanships of
Edward Anthony Spitzka and J. Parsons Schaeffer.
In 1911, the Department of Anatomy moved into
its newly prepared quarters, The Daniel Baugh
Institute of Anatomy at Eleventh and Clinton
Streets (formerly occupied by the Pennsylvania
College of Dental Surgery). Dr. Spitzka expertly
planned and, with Mr. Baugh, supervised the
renovations and modernizations that gave Jefferson
the ultimate in anatomy teaching facilities for
that time. Dr. Schaeffer continued the task
of renovation by transforming the Annex (a
residential building adjoining the Institute on
Clinton Street, which had also been purchased by
Mr. Baugh) into teaching and research quarters.
The first floor of the Annex was converted into a
laboratory for a course in applied and topographic
anatomy. Machinery and refrigeration apparatus
were installed in the basement for preparing cross
sections of the body. A research laboratory was
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equipped for operations on animals, and a
photographic room was provided. Multiple
dissecting rooms were converted into a single
large one, and a departmental library of
approximately 2,000 volumes was established. The
full-time teachers and research workers increased
to six.
The third era began in 1948 witb the
appointment of Dr. George Allen Bennett as
Chairman of Anatomy and was continued by Dr.
Andrew 1. Ramsay. The high record for effective
teaching was maintained and a thrust was
accelerated in fundamental research aided by the
most modern technology. The Institute was
revamped for experimental work in endocrinology,
neurophysiology, physical anthropology, tissue
culture studies, with units for physical and
chemical apparatus and equipment for applying
radiographic and fluoroscopic methods. Programs
were provided in 1949 for graduate students
to obtain advanced degrees in the anatomical
sciences. The full- and part-time staff increased to
approximately 20. The move in 1968 from the old
Daniel Baugh Institute building (eventually sold
and converted into condominiums) to Jefferson
Alumni Hall was essentially the end of the
third era.
The fourth and current era in Jefferson anatomy
began in 1968-1969 with new programs and with
new physical facilities in Jefferson Alwnni Hall,
augmented in 1972 with the Chairmanship of
Professor E. Marshall Johnson.
The Department's new quarters on the fifth
floor of Jefferson Alumni Hall were planned to
provide unusual flexibility so that they could be
converted to multiple disciplinary, if desired, in
the future. Instead of the traditional dissecting
room with massive stationary tables and small
walled-off cubicles, the laboratory contained easily
removable tables, folding partitions for immediate
conversion to six cubicles, and closed-circuit
television with pickup from any table and
individually linked to any combination of cubicles
or the entire laboratory. The histology
neuroanatomy-embryology laboratory was also
divisible by folding partitions. Its closed-circuit
television microscopy facilities were the first in
America. One room was especially insulated for
use of "hot" isotopes. X-ray apparatus for
cadaver study and research with closed-circuit
image-intensification facilities was located in
the embalming and cadaver-storage suite.
Air-conditioning for the cadaver areas, the animal
quarters, and the dissecting rooms was separate

from the main building system so that no odors
could escape.
Each faculty member's office and research
laboratory accommodated at least one member,
one or more graduate students and technicians,
and the specific equipment required. The electron
microscope suites contained three electron
microscopes with facilities for microtomy, vacuum
evaporating, molecular coating, and processing of
the electron-exposed emulsion for recording and
conversion from electron energy to visible
photographic prints.

E. Marshall Johnson, Ph.D.
(1930-), Twelfth Chairman
(1972 - )
Dr. E. Marshall Johnson (Figure 3-27) succeeded
Dr. Andrew 1. Ramsay as Chairman of the
Department of Anatomy and Director of the
Daniel Baugh Institute in the fall of 1972. He
received the Ph.D. degree in anatomy from the
University of California at Berkeley in 1959 and
had served on the faculty of the University of
Florida College of Medicine in Gainesville until
1970. He then left to assume the Chairmanship of
the Department of Anatomy and accept a
Professorship in the Department of Developmental
and Cellular Biology at the University of
California College of Medicine in Irvine.
A goal of Dr. Johnson on assuming the post at
Jefferson was to use the umbrella of the Daniel
Baugh Institute to develop an interdisciplinary
program consistent with contemporary modes for
organization of academic research-educational
w1its. This was to be achieved by recruiting new
faculty in the area of developmental
biology-teratology to build a critical mass of
research expertise that would be nationally and
internationally cornpetitive for extramural research
support and also be a point of recognition for the
College and the University. The idea was to
assemble a research-teaching group that would be
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significantly more effective than the sum of its
parts.
A second goal was to enhance the neurobiology
component of the Department and to begin
development of contemporary expertise in cellular
biology. As new faculty were recruited to either a
newly created or a newly available position, the
emphasis was ro recruit young people who had
their primary training in medical school anatomy
departments or who had significant postdoctoral
experience in such circumstances. It was
considered essential to maintain the excellence in
anatomy, particularly in gross anatomy teaching,
while recruiting individuals capable of doing the

FIG. 3-27. E. Marshall Johnson, Ph.D. (1930-), Twelfth
Chairman (1972-).

types of research at the leading edge of
contemporary science.
It was possible to begin recruiting at a very
early date due to resources made available by
Dean Kellow. Among these recruits were Drs.
Devendra J. Kochhar and Kenneth P. Chepenik.
Both were developmental biologists who were
trained in anatomy departments and were
competitive at the National Institutes of Health
for extramural research funding. Each was then
recognized as a young faculty member of
considerable promise, which proved to be true as
each became a full Professor in the Department
with independently funded research programs in
teratology. Subsequent recruits were Drs. Richard
R. Schmidt and Robert M. Greene. Again, both
were gross anatomists with potential for significant
additional development. Dr. Greene went on to
obtain a Research Career Development Award, a
highly useful avenue for enhancing the growth of
young faculty.
Neuroscientists were recruited who, though not
uniformly expert in gross anatomy, tended to have
substantial backgrounds in morphology. The first
of these was Dr. Leonard M. Eisenman, and, later,
Drs. Daniel Goldwitz, Gerald B. Grunwals, and
Kevin S. Lee. Other faculty who either joined or
returned full-time to the department were Drs.
Louis M. Newman and Ronald P. Jensh. Both of
these also were trained anatomists and active in
their own research programs.
The philosophy of recruitment was to start at
the Assistant Professor level as far as possible,
thereby assuring a continuation of excellence in
both teaching and research for the Department
well into the twenty-first century and to avoid a
situation where the entire Department would
come toward retirement age simultaneously.
As the research programs in the individual
laboratories got up to speed, it became
increasingly easy to recruit additional young
people to the faculty because they sought the
ferment and interaction available from a group
of individuals working in the related areas of
developmental biology from the viewpoint of
teratogenesis or of neurosciences.
Dr. Johnson continues his own research,
funded through the years at various times by
pharmaceutical manufacturers and manufacturing
chemical companies, the National Institutes of
Health, and the March of Dimes Birth Defects
Foundation. He obtained U.S. patents for research
methods that began accruing royalties for the
College and Department in 1985. These were
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methods for testing of chemicals to determine if
they might cause birth defects, using an artificial
embryo consisting of hydra (a small freshwater
hydrozoan polyp). The purpose of the tests was
to reduce the number of babies born with
birth defects caused by environmental agents. Dr.
Johnson estimates the existence of about 70,000
such chemicals in the environment, with 300 to
500 new ones identified each year.
A heavy concentration of young faculty
developed in the Department with a high
percentage of transmural funding. Through an
interdisciplinary program, the anatomy faculty
took the leadership and was awarded both a pre
and postdoctoral training grant in developmental
biology-teratology by the Child Health and
Human Development Section of the National
Institutes of Health. This is the only grant of this
type by the NIH and is now a degree-granting
program. Having obtained approval of Jefferson's
Board of Trustees, the Daniel Baugh Institute is
capable of awarding the Ph.D. degree in the field
of Developmental Biology-Teratology. The first
predoctoral student started shortly before funding
for the program began on October I, 1986.
Dr. Johnson's activities in national and
international organizations include: past advisor to
the Presidential Science Advisory Board (for
President Ford), member of the Environmental
Protection Agency Scientific Advisory Board,
Chairman of the World Health Organization Air
Pollution Criteria Committee for Select Organics,
member of the Department of Defense Life
Sciences Advisory Committee, consultant to
regulatory groups in the United States and
abroad, founding President of Argus Research
Laboratories, Inc. (a reproductive and
developmental toxicity testing lahoratory

employing almost IOO workers in two states),
consultant to several pharmaceutical manufacturers
and chemical manufacturers here and overseas,
past President of the Teratology Society, and
founding President of the Specialty Section for
Reprodutive and Developmental Toxicology of the
Society of Toxicology.
The Department feels keenly its responsibility
to maintain its enviable record in the fields of
medical teaching and research, with determination
to keep pace with and to participate in the
inevitable advances and developments in the
anatomical sciences.
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